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ABSTRACT 

Multiprocessor networks are widely used in the design of computer systems and telecom

munication systems nowadays. And multistage interconnection networks (MINs) provide 

desirable high-performance and reliable interconnections, which are required in multipro

cessor networks, between its processing elements(PEs) and/or memory modules(MMs). 

In this thesis, the augmented shuffle-exchange network(ASEN), which is a fault-tolerant 

MIN scheme, will be modified so as to address the problem of multi-input conflicts ex

isting with the original proposed network scheme. The modification of ASEN has two 

parts. The first part is the modification of the structure of ASEN. And the second part is 

the development of new routing algorithm for the modified ASEN. Experimental results 

are provided to show that the modified augmented shuffle-exchange network(MASEN) 

proposed is able to enhance the MIN's ability to resolve the conflicts between multiple 

inputs when they occur, and the complexity of MASEN remains the same as in ASEN. 
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CHAPTER 1 

INTRODUCTION 

1.1 General Background 

In recent years, multiprocessor systems have received a great deal of attention from 

researchers and design engineers of computer systems and telecommunication network 

systems. Multiprocessor systems mostly consist of processing elements (PEs) which pro

vide parallel computational capability, memory modules (MMs) for data storage, and 

switching devices for interconnections. Due to its functional and physical nature, the 

multiprocessor systems require more reliable and complex programmable data paths be

tween its functional modules than those used in uniprocessor systems. 

Multistage interconnection networks, or MINs, are useful in providing multiprocessor 

systems with a reliable interconnection between its PEs and MMs [1], The MINs are 

usually segmented into several stages, and the linkages between different stages are as

signed in the way that every input can connect to every output, and vice versa. Each 
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Auxiliary-in 

Auxiliary-out 
(d) 

Figure 1.1: (a) A switching element in MIN (b) with control set at zero for a straight 
connection (c) with control set at one for an exchange connection (d) a switching element 
required for forming loops of switches in MIN 

stage connects inputs to appropriate links of the next stage so the cumulative effect of all 

stages will satisfy input-output requirements. 

MINs are usually designed for N = 2n interconnections of inputs and outputs, using 

n  =  l o g 2 N  s t a g e s  o f  s w i t c h e s .  E a c h  s t a g e  o f  M I N s  i s  u s u a l l y  i m p l e m e n t e d  w i t h  N / 2  

two-input two-output switching elements. Parameter N is the size of the network. In 

Figure 1.1, the basic form of switching elements is shown; a three-stage shuffle-exchange 

network, a widely used MIN, for N = 16 is also given in Figure 1.2. 



SOURCE DESTINATION 

Figure 1.2: Shuffle-Exchange Network for N = 16 (n = 4). 
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In a MIN, it is possible to have several input-output connections simultaneously. A 

permutation on the inputs is that all inputs are able to be connected in a one-to-one 

fashion to the outputs. Besides permutational capability and other issues related to 

MINs, reliability of MINs has become one of the major concerns to those designers of 

multiprocessor systems nowadays. Since correct functioning of multiprocessor systems 

depends on the proper interconnections between its PEs and MMs, a MIN fault could lead 

the system to a catastrophic situation. The cause for this kind of situation is that many 

MINs only have a unique path for any input-output pair, and a faulty switch can easily 

disrupt communications between several input and output pairs and cause ignominious 

network degradation. 

As researchers realized the unique path problem existing with the MINs, a lot of effort, 

[2]-[5] and [7] has been put on trying to provide MINs with some kind of redundant paths 

for better fault-tolerating ability and performance. 

1.2 Works in Developing Reliable and Fault-Tolerant MINs 

As stated in above section, there are many works that have been done previously so as 

to address the fault-tolerant problem concerning the MIN. Here some of the representative 

works done by the researchers are presented. 

In [2], the Multipath Omega Network was proposed. The Multipath Omega Network 

has a redundancy graph which is a subgraph of the network and the subgraph connecting 

each input-output pair, having R redundant paths, is isomorphic to the redundancy graph. 

The redundant paths for any source and destination connection can fork at any stage and 
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join again at later stages. The sizes of the switches used in different stages and the 

distribution of the redundant bits among the S stages (stage at which path fork) are the 

variables that control the number of redundant paths that can be generated. In case 

of a faulty switch, backtracking to the node, at which paths fork, is necessary to find 

another path without faulty elements. The drawback of this network is that it can be 

very time-consuming if the faults are located at the later stages of the network as a lot 

of time can be taken to find alternate paths that have no faulty elements. To realize the 

permutation of input in the presence of fault, two or more passes will be needed. 

The Extra Stage Cube (ESC) network [3] was derived from Generalized Cube. The 

ESC consists of a Generalized Cube with one additional stage at the input along with 

a number of multiplexers and demultiplxers. The extra stage, stage n, can perform the 

cubeo interconnection function like stage 0. Both stage n and stage 0 can be enabled 

or disabled (bypassed). In normal situation, stage n is bypassed and stage 0 is enable 

to have a resulting structure like Generalized Cube. If a. fault is detected, the network 

is reconfigured according to different types of faults occurred and backtracking is not 

necessary. With its extra stage at stage n, ESC has two paths when the fault is in 

neither of the two paths between source and destination. Single fault-tolerance is therefore 

guaranteed, even though the fault occurred at either stage 0 or stage n. The fault-free 

ESC has the same permutating capability as the Generalized Cube. In the presence of 

fault, ESC required two passes to realize any Generalized Cube performable permutation. 

In [4], the F-network was proposed by Ciminieria and Serra. The F-network uses N 

four-input four-output switches at each stage, has log2N 1 stages, and can be considered 
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as a super-set of the binary cube network. In fault-free situation, F-network is able to 

realize all permutation of inputs by point-to-point transmission. For each pair of input-

output, there is always an existing alternative path at each stage besides the original path. 

Thus single fault-tolerance is guaranteed, and when fault occurred in switches at certain 

stage, the message can be dynamically rerouted using alternative path. As a matter of 

fact, every switch in F-network only passes one path at each stage, so if there is a fault 

occurrence, a permutation of inputs can be only achieved by using two passes at stage 

that has a faulty switch. 

1.3 Statement of the Problem 

Advances in VLSI technology and development of new computer-aided design tools, 

has made the design and implementation of multiprocessor systems consisting of a very 

large number of components possible. As the multiprocessor systems become more appeal 

to system designers due to its capability of providing fast computations by integrating 

relatively less expensive processors together doing parallel processing nowadays, there are 

still some problems limiting the fully utilization of fault-tolerant multiprocessor systems. 

The problem of multiple-input conflicts in fault-tolerant MINs is one of them. 

1.4 Objective of Thesis 

In this thesis, the problem of conflicts of multiple-inputs of Augmented Shuffle-Exchange 

Network will be addressed. Augmented Shuffle-Exchange Network (ASEN) is a fault-

tolerant MIN proposed by Kumar and Reddy[5]. ASEN is a fault-tolerant MIN derived 
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from Shuffle- Exchange Network (SEN) using the manipulation of the augmentations of 

the switches into subsets and pairs at different stages of the MIN. The structure of the 

ASEN will be explained in more detail in chapter 2 as well as the cause of the conflicts of 

the multiple-inputs and the solution to resolve the conflicts. In chapter 3, the reliability 

performance of the modified ASEN will be analyzed. The simulated result of the over

all performance of MASEN and ASEN dealing with multiple inputs are compared and 

discussed in chapter 4 followed by conclusion in chapter 5. 
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CHAPTER 2 

MODIFICATION OF AUGMENTED 

SHUFFLE-EXCHANGE NETWORK 

In this chapter, we will present the modification of the structure of Augmented Shuffle-

Exchange Network (ASEN) so as to address the problem of multiple-input conflicts and 

generate a new routing algorithm for the modified ASEN. In the first section, we will 

learn the structure of ASEN in detail. In section 2, the problem of multi-input conflicts 

at stage 0 will be addressed. In section 3, the modification to the ASEN is proposed. In 

the last section, we will introduce the routing algorithm for the modified ASEN. 

2.1 Augmented Shuffle-Exchange Network 

2.1.1 Preliminaries 

Augmented Shuffle-Exchange Network (ASEN) is a fault-tolerant multistage intercon

nection network scheme proposed by Kumar and Reddy[5]. The major advantage that 
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ASEN has over other proposed MIN network schemes is that it has a relatively lower 

hardware cost. The lower hardware cost of the ASEN is contributed by the fact that 

ASEN possesses only intrastage redundant paths between switches but no interstage re

dundant paths, which are known for their high cost at different level of integration. As a 

fault-tolerant MIN, ASEN has the following properties: 

• ASEN was able to provide single-switch fault tolerance in all stages, including stage 

0 and stage n - 1 (final stage). 

• ASEN can be reroute without backtracking. 

• Faulty components of ASEN can be repaired on-line. 

• ASEN has a very low switch and link complexity. 

2.1.2 Structure of Augmented Shuffle-Exchange Network 

For the sake of simplicity and clarity, our discussion and modification of ASEN will 

be restricted to the ASEN built from 2x2 switches. The ASEN is defined for N = 2n 

inputs and outputs and has n stages, each stage consisting of N/2 switches. Referring to 

Figure 2.1, we noticed that there are subsets of switches at each stage which lie on paths 

leading to the same subsets of destinations. These subsets are called conjugate subset of 

switches. In each conjugate subset of switches, there are several pairs of switches which 

are connected to the same switches in the next stage. These switches are called conjugate 

pairs of switches. For example in Figure 2.1, switch 0 and switch 2 at stage 0 are conjugate 

subset of switches, and at stage 1 they are conjugate pair of switches. Conjugate subsets 
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Figure 2.1: A shuffle-exchange MIN augmented for yV = 8 into loops with switches in 
every conjugate subset connected to form a loop 

and conjugate pairs of switches play a fundamental role in the construction of ASEN fault 

tolerant scheme as ASEN is deduced from the augmentation of shuffle-exchange network. 

With the concept of conjugate subsets and conjugate pairs of switches, ASEN is con

structed from loops of switches formed by adding intrastage links between switches within 

the same stage. And the switches embedded in each loop must be in same conjugate sub

set and cannot form a conjugate pair with another switch inside the same loop. By using 

this method of augmentation of switches into loops at different stages of MIN, augmented 

shuffle-exchange MIN shown in Figure 2.2, is able to provide fault-tolerant routing in case 
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there is a faulty switch at next stage or a busy link. In addition, it is possible to construct 

ASEN from smaller loops of switches while maintaining the fault-tolerant capability of 

ASEN constructed from possible maximum number of switches. 

Referring to the figures, it is shown that the ASEN in Figure 2.1 and Figure 2.2 has 

more switches in a loop than in Figure 2.3. The ASEN shown in Figure 2.3 has loop size 

of two in every stage except in last stage. The network is called ASEN-2. In general, 

an ASEN with number of switches in a loop at stage i equal to MIN^"-2-', k) is called 

ASEN-K (where K is the possible maximum number of switches in a loop in a MIN). The 

maximum number of switches in all loops at stage i is 2n-2-'. 

In designing ASEN, a general principle to be observed is to ensure that if two switches 

are part of a different loop their conjugate switches should also be part of a different loop. 

Besides, there must be equal numbers of switches in every loop in a given stage. And in 

the last stage (n — 2) of ASEN, there is no advantage to connect the auxiliary links of 

the same switch, so they should be left out as they are. As in every stage except the last 

stage of ASEN, for every loop there must be another loop in the same stage that connects 

to the same set of switches in the next stage. Such pairs of loops are called conjugate 

loops. An example of conjugate loop can be found in Figure 2.3 where the loop having 

switches 0 and 2 and the loop having switches 4 and 6 at stage 0 are conjugate loops. 

In Figure 2.3, it is shown that ASEN is able to tolerate single switch fault. ASEN also 

provides the fault tolerance at input and output stage as shown in Figure 2.3. To attain 

fault tolerance in these stages, each source and destination must be provided with at 

least one additional I/O port, so they can be connected to at least two distinct switches. 
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2 
STAGE 

: Alternate path without faulty switches 

: Path with faulty switch 2 at stage 1 

Figure 2.2: Fault-tolerant routing in augmented shuffle-exchange MIN 
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Figure 2.3: An ASEN-2 for vV = 16 with multiplexers and demultiplexers at input and 
output ports respectively for fault-tolerance 
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Scheme for connecting sources and destinations is shown in Figure 2.3. A 2 x 1 multiplexer 

is placed at each input link of stage 0, and each source is connected to two distinct 

multiplexers. To provide additional connections to destinations, N/2 switches at the last 

stage (n — l)of the MIN are placed with TV 1 x 2 demultiplexers. Thus each destination 

is directly connected to two demultiplexers. 

2.1.3 Routing Algorithm in ASEN 

The reliability and performance improvement obtained from multipath network depend 

on how effectively the available alternative paths are used by routing algorithm. In 

ASEN, the routing algorithm depends upon the digit-routability of shuffle-exchange MIN. 

Digit-routing in shuffle-exchange MIN is carried out as the source is attached to the 

destination label (do, dx, d2,..., dn — 1) as the routing tag together with a request for 

connection. The request go through the stages to the destination as switch i uses d,• 

bit of routing tag to route the output request via the output link d{. As for ASEN, an 

adaptive routing algorithm utilizing the above scheme with additional control that does 

not need backtracking for rerouting is used. The routing algorithm of ASEN is as follows. 

— For each source: 

Submit the request for connection to the primary switch. If either the switch or 

multiplexer at the input of the primary switch is faulty, then submit the request to the 

secondary switch. If the secondary switch is also faulty, drop the request. 

— For each switch in stage i(i < n — 2): 
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(Request for the connection may arrive on any of the three input links.) For each 

request, use bit t of the associated destination tag and connect to the output link labeled 

correspondingly. If the required output link is busy or cannot be used because of faulty 

switch in next stage, route the request via the auxiliary output link to the next switch in 

the loop. If the required auxiliary output link is busy or faulty too, then the request will 

be dropped. At stage n — 2, if there is a fault occurred in a demultiplexer at the output 

link of a switch, the fault is regarded as in that switch. 

For each switch at stage n — 2: 

(requests may arrive at any of the two output links.) For each request use bit n — 2 

of the routing tag and route the request via the corresponding output links. If the link is 

blocked because it is busy, then the request will be dropped. 

— For each demultiplexer at the output of stage n — 2: 

(May receive a maximum of one request.) If a request arrives, then use bit n-1 of the 

routing tag and make a connection to the upper or lower output link according to whether 

the routing bit is a '0' or a '1'. 

— For each destination: 

(Up to two requests may arrive.) Accept the requests. 

To use this routing scheme, it is essential for sources and switching elements to be able 

to detect faults in the switches in which they are going to be connected to. Faults in MIN 

can be detected using test inputs as suggested in Agrawal[12]. 
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Given the digit-routability of shuffle-exchange MIN and the redundant paths provided 

for each input, it is clear that ASEN is able to route the input from source to destination 

correctly even in the case of single-fault. 

2.2 The Blocking Problem Created by Multiple-Input Requests in ASEN 

Although in case of one-to-one interconnections, ASEN routing scheme can handle the 

input-output connections very well but in case of multiple access requests, it happens 

that ASEN lack the ability to interconnect inputs and outputs properly. The problem of 

multi-input conflicts comes from the fact that ASEN is unable to realize the permutations 

of N inputs which has been proved in [15]. Figure 2.4 showed an example of such case. In 

Figure 2.4, input 0 requires to access output 1 while input 1, input 2 and input 3 requires 

to access output 2, output 0 and output 3. As shown in the figure, ASEN routing scheme 

drops the request of input 3. This kind of blocking also happens to ASEN-2 as shown in 

Figure 2.5. As shown in this figure, it is very obvious that both input 2 and input 3 are 

not correctly connected. 

In Figure 2.4, the ASEN shown consists of switches and links without the input and 

output stage multiplexers and demultiplxers. The reason is that network in Figure 2.4 is 

simpler than network shown in Figure 2.1 and catch the blocking situations more easily. 

But this simplification of the structure of ASEN does not have any effect on the concept 

of ASEN and its routing scheme and so as the further modification of ASEN. Thus in 

the rest of this thesis, the structure of ASEN will be treated as the network shown in 

Figure 2.4 that does not have multiplexers and demultiplexers at first and last stage of 



001 
010 

000 

Figure 2.4: Blocking problem caused by multi-input conflicts in ASEN-4 
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M 

Figure 2.5: Blocking Access in ASEN-2 

the MIN respectively. The supplementary explanations for this simplification of structure 

of ASEN is provided in the appendix. 

In the next section, modified augmented shuffle-exchange network (MASEN) is pro

posed to solve the problem of blocking in ASEN caused by the multiple input requests. 

MASEN changes the intrastage network at stage 1 of ASEN and totally adds intrastage 

network to one stage of ASEN. After the modification, MASEN shows some improvement 

in its interconnection capability in case of multiple access than ASEN. Following sections 

are devoted to topology and control schemes of MASEN. 
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Figure 2.6: ASEN for TV = 8 with input positions rearranged (equivalent to ASEN shown 
in Figure 2.5) 

2.3 Modified Augmented Shuffle-Exchange Network 

Figure 2.6 is the same topology as augmented shuffle-exchange network in which the 

positions of inputs at each stage are rearranged. This arrangement of switches will be 

used in the rest of this thesis as it is more clear and convenient to deal with MASEN with 

this arrangement. Figure 2.7 shows MASEN of 8 input. 
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0 — 

7 — 

Figure 2.7: Modified Augmented Shuffle-Exchange Network for N = 8 
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In Figure 2.7, MASEN has the same input stage interconnections as ASEN, but at 

second stage the interconnection between switches are different from ASEN. The forma

tion of loops of switches can perform the interconnections which ASEN cannot do. For 

an example, consider the case that all three inputs of one switch try to access the same 

output, one output can be connected directly to the correct output while the second one 

can be connected via the auxiliary path. But the third one will fail to go through either 

original or auxiliary path. As in ASEN, the third input request will be dropped under 

this situation. But in MASEN, the third input is allowed to go through the wrong way 

in the first stage and be corrected in the following stage. In Figure 2.7, the intrastage 

connection in stage 1 is for the correction of the misrouting of stage 0. With this com

pensation, MASEN can make interconnections which cannot be performed by ASEN. 

Figure 2.8 shows that MASEN can route the multiple interconnections which cannot be 

done in ASEN. 

The next step is to extend MASEN to arbitrary number of inputs and outputs. For 

the number of input-output pairs is 16, MASEN is shown in figure 2.9. Stage 0 has 

intrastage loops containing 2 switches. These loops are provided as redundant paths for 

fault tolerance purpose. In the second stage, the intrastage loops contain 4 switches. 

These loops contribute not only to the fault-tolerant redundant paths but also to the 

compensating paths for the misrouting at previous stage. In one loop, the adjacent 

switches are for the correction purpose, i.e. the data should pass through these switches 

if they were misrouted in previous stage. The next switches are for the redundant path, 
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(010) 

(000) 

(Oil)  

Figure 2.8: Routing in Modified ASEN 
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i.e. they provide alternative paths to destinations. With these paths, it can perform the 

routing which ASEN cannot perform. One example is shown in figure 2.10 and figure 2.11. 

In an N input-output network, stage 0 has redundant paths and stage n — 2 has 

correction paths (n = log^). Stages 1 to n - 3 have paths both for redundant path usage 

and correction. Thus in stage 0 and n — 2, each loop has two switches while in stage 1 to 

n — 3, each loop has 4 switches. 

The routing scheme is crucial for the efficient use of interconnection network. Thus 

in the next section the routing scheme for MASEN is proposed to make good use of its 

modified structure. 

2.4 The Routing Scheme for MASEN 

In this section, the routing scheme for MASEN is proposed. The proposed routing 

scheme adopted the adaptive routing algorithm used in ASEN using digit-routing tag as 

indicator of direction of switching at different stages including auxiliary paths intercon

nections. In addition, proposed routing algorithm provides the correction routing which 

may be necessary for the case that there is misrouting at previous stage. The major dif

ference between routing algorithms of ASEN and MASEN is the use of indication signal. 

In MASEN, if a input with indication signal, it will always be sent through auxiliary 

output. The routing scheme for MASEN is as follows. 

— For stage 0: (Request for connection may arrive on any of three input links.) For 

each request, use bit 0 of the associated input routing tag and connect to the output link 

labeled correspondingly, i.e. connect to upper output if '0' and lower output if '1'. If 
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Figure 2.9: A MASEN for N = 16 
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Figure 2.10: Blocking in ASEN 
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the required output link is busy and cannot be used because of a fault in the next stage, 

route the request via the auxiliary output link to the switch in the loop. If the auxiliary 

is unusable, then connect to the remaining output link. In this case, indicate to next 

switches that routing correction is required. If all the three outputs are not available, 

then drop the request. 

— For stage 1 to n - 3: (Requests for connection may arrive on any of three input 

links and some inputs may have indication for corrections). If the input has no indication 

for connection, the control scheme is the same as in stage 0. And if data goes through 

auxiliary output, indication signal should be provided with signal. If the input has an 

indication signal from previous stage, it should be connected to the auxiliary output. If 

the auxiliary input has an indication signal, it should be connected to auxiliary output. 

— For stage n — 2: (Request for connection may arrive on any of three input links 

and some input may have indication for corrections). If the input has no indication for 

correction, use bit n — 2 of the routing tag and connect to the output link labeled corre

spondingly. If the input has an indication for correction, it should connect to auxiliary 

output without indication of correction. 

— For stage n — 1: Use bit n — 1 of tag and connect to the output link labeled 

correspondingly. 

Figure 2.12 is an example of application of this routing scheme for MASEN of size 

16. This routing algorithm is shown to perform interconnections in this figure. The 

requirement for the usage of the routing algorithm of MASEN is the same as for ASEN 
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Figure 2.12: Example of Routing Algorithm in MASEN 
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that it is essential for sources and switches to be able to detect faults in switches to which 

they are going to be connected. 
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CHAPTER 3 

PERFORMANCE ANALYSIS OF MODIFIED 

AUGMENTED SHUFFLE-EXCHANGE NETWORK 

In this chapter, the performance analysis of the modified augmented shuffle-exchange 

network (MASEN) based on its ability of fault-tolerating and its ability to address the 

problem of the multiple input conflicts will be presented. The situation that will be 

considered as the cause for the occurrence of multiple input conflicts here is when there 

are two or more input requests inside a loop at stage 0 of the MASEN-K. 

3.1 General Information 

In the design of systems having interconnection networks, performance modeling and 

measurements help in choosing between alternative interconnection networks. When an

alyzing the performance of networks, the measurements and evaluations can be done at 

both local and global levels. Global measures estimate the performance of entire network 

while local measures give a more detailed estimate of performance at different parts of 
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the network. Usually global measures are conducted by averaging the performance of 

all components inside the network. Local measures provide information of a particular 

switching components at certain stage of the network. The use of local measures is able to 

compensate the inadequacy of using global measures in providing distributed performance 

information. For example, the local measures is able to locate a particular weakest or 

busiest part in a network which can be a bottleneck in a network as the actual pattern of 

traffic in the network is not always symmetric as assumed. And this will be able to help 

designers to get a more accurate picture of overall performance of the network. 

Before we get into the details of the performance analysis of MASEN, we must in

troduce the widely used parameter, bandwidth, in global performance measurements of 

interconnection networks. Bandwidth of the network BW(t) is the expected number, at 

time t, of requests for the shared memory which are accepted per cycle (network cycle). 

A cycle is defined to be the time for a request to propagate through the logic of the 

network plus the time to access a memory module plus the time to return through the 

network to the source. The bandwidth measures the effects of blocking which resulted 

either from failures of the components of the network, from the input requests directed to 

the same output within a network cycle, or, from the sharing of the same path by two or 

more input-output pairs (including the ones that have different destinations). Two mod

els have been proposed in Koren[9] to study the degradation over time of the bandwidth 

BW(t) of a multistage interconnection network in the presence of fault for the cases that 

the blocked request is lost or resent in next cycle respectively. These two models covered 

quite completely of all the existing routing algorithms proposed by researchers. However, 
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it has been pointed out in Kumar[6] that using bandwidth of the network as the only 

measurement of network performance is not adequate. Since bandwidth of the network 

only provide some measurements of correct connections of input-output pairs, but it did 

not provide any performance information experienced by a particular affected distributed 

component of the network in the presence of faults. Since our goal is to get a thor

ough investigation of the performance of MASEN, we are going to use a method blending 

the two performance analyzing methods used in Kumur[6] and Koren[9] to analyze the 

performance of MASEN globally and locally. 

3.2 Modeling of Faults in MASEN 

As we are going to do the performance analysis of MASEN, there are several types of 

faults that can occur in the network must be taken into considerations. The three kinds 

of faults that are visible in MASEN as well as in ASEN are as follows. 

• A link fault is the failure of an individual link connecting two switches at adjacent 

stages of the network. 

• A switch fault is the failure of individual switch at any stage of the network. 

• A loop fault is the failure of all switches inside a loop in a MASEN. This type of faults 

are exclusively restricted to MASEN due to its special arrangement of switches in 

form of loops at different stages of the network. 

Loops, switches, and links are assumed to be totally useless once they become faulty. 

In addition to the three types of faults mentioned above, there is an additional type 

of faults that were not discussed and considered in Kumar[5] and [6]. These faults are 
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the blocking faults caused by having multiple inputs within individual loops at different 

stage of the network. And they surely needed to be taken into account in performance 

analysis of MASEN as MASEN is proposed to provide fault-tolerance to ASEN against 

this type faults. Here, we will build a conflict model to reflect the problem that will occur 

when there are multiple inputs inside the same loop within one network cycle. As shown 

in Figure 2.10, we illustrated an example of blocking situation in ASEN-2 for N = 16. 

Within a one-to-one connection, there can be as many requests as the number of different 

non-overlapping source-destination pairs specified. For any input i inside the loop, there 

is always a possibility of having conflicts with other inputs in the loop when any of the 

inputs inside the loop used up the auxiliary links inside the loop. As the conflicts arise, 

the input requests with their paths blocked will be automatically dropped by the routing 

algorithm as defined in last chapter. As the input requests are dropped, the bandwidth 

of the network will be affected as the value of bandwidth is directly proportional to the 

number of requests accepted. 

3.3 Performance analysis of MASEN 

3.3.1 Assumptions 

There are several assumptions that were made in our model of MASEN performance 

analysis, which are similar to the assumptions used by previous researchers Kumar[6], 

and Varma[8] to make the analysis possible. 

• Transmission path setup time is negligible. The time need to send message through 

is equal to the network cycle time. 
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• All the processors operate synchronously and input requests are made simultane

ously. 

• Requests for destinations (outputs or memory elements) are generated with same 

probability. Therefore, destinations are symmetric with respect to the traffic at each 

link. That means all the requests to a certain switch is equally intended for every 

possible destination. 

• Contentions in switches are resolved randomly. However, intrastage requests have 

lower priority than the interstage requests. 

• All input requests (or processors) are generated independently (input sources can be 

generated with different probability distributions according to their different degree 

of usages). All input requests within a network cycle are mutually independent. 

No blocked input requested that has not been processed in last network cycle will 

affect the outcome of the request in the next network cycle (according to the routing 

algorithm mentioned in chapter 2). 

The last listed assumption is unrealistic since the blocked requests in the current cycle 

is liable to be resubmitted in next cycle. However, this assumption has been used by 

researchers to make their analysis feasible and their analytical and simulation results 

showed that it only causes slight change to the expected results. 

3.3.2 Switching element analysis 

The parameters that will be used to evaluate the performance of the MASEN will 

be the bandwidth (BW(t)) and the probability of acceptance of a randomly-generated 
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request. The definition for bandwidth is as stated in last section. The probability of 

acceptance (PA), as defined in Varma[8], is the ratio of bandwidth to the expected number 

of requests generated per cycle. PA can be simply defined as the ratio of expected number 

of acceptances to the expected number of requests per cycle. 

For a network of size N, 

where p is the probability that a processor generates a request at the beginning of each 

cycle, p can also be defined as the probability of request on input link i. 

p = p, = Pr{request at input link 1} 

To predict the network performance for MASEN, the passage of message through 

individual switching elements at different stages of the network will be studied. The 

distribution of traffic on the output links of the switching elements can be estimated from 

the distribution of traffic from the input links. 

In normal situation, the probability of an input link carrying an input request is p. In 

the case that there is a faulty link or a faulty associated switching element, the probability 

for that particular input link to carry input request becomes zero as it lost its ability to 

pass any input. As we just need to estimate the bandwidth of the network to evaluate 

its performance, the details of input links that are related to the information about the 

source-destination pair is not necessary at this point. 

The output links of a switching elements can be characterized using given information 

of input links. The traffic on the output links of the MASEN can be calculated from the 
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probability of request on input links. The probability of output request on a output links 

is 

Oj = Pr{request at output link j} 

The probability that input link i carrying a request per cycle is p,-. As we stated in 

the assumptions made for the analysis, all output links are equally likely to receive an 

output request under the symmetric traffic situation. The Oj is computed as 

where m is the total number of interstage links between switching elements at each 

stage of the network. The Oj will be zero if the output link j is faulty or the associated 

switching element is faulty as the input request will be blocked. On the other hand, in the 

presence of faults, the probabilities at those good output links that have not been affected 

should remain the same. The analysis of the whole network can be conducted stage by 

stage and the probabilities for all links can be computed. In MASEN, the presence of 

intrastage links at each stage which are not found in ordinary shuffle-exchange network 

besides ASEN, need extra analysis for their functions. 

3.3.3 Intrastage links in MASEN 

As the special feature of the fault-tolerant MASEN, the input request can be routed 

out of a stage through other switches instead of the original entry point at that stage. 

The traffic routing input through intrastage links of a loop and output through interstage 

links needed to be determined. 
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For each individual switch in a loop, the probability that an intrastage request is routed 

through the interstage link of a switch within the loop can be determined by giving the 

source of the request(the entry point in the loop from where request were made). Assume 

that we assign the number to the switches in a upward unidirectional loop as 0,1, ...,£-1. 

The exit switch that we are interested in is assigned as switch 0. As this is a loop, switch 

0 is the same thing as switch L. 

For an input request at switch I to be routed out of switch 0 instead of switch /, all the 

following events must have happened. (The causes can be contention of input links and 

faulty interstage output links). 

• The request is blocked at switch /. 

• The request is routed out of the loop via intrastage links. 

• No other requests have been blocked at switches 1,..., L — 1, i.e. no interstage links 

have been blocked at these switches. Otherwise, the intrastage links needed would 

have been taken already. 

• The request can be routed out of the loop at switch /. 

• There is no exit at switches 1,1. If there is an exit, it must be at switches 

from / + 1,..., £(same as 0). 

The probability that there is at least one blocked request in a switch is denoted by 

Pblock- The Pblock can be computed given the number of switches and the number of 

accessible output links. 

1) Probability of Contention in a switch: The probability of at least one request in a 

switch is blocked by conditioning on the number of inputs to the switch: 
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Pblock = 1 — ^2 Pr{k input request} • Pr{no collision/k requests} 
k=o 

and we know that 

Pr{no collision/k requests} = 
ml 

(m — k)\mk 

Substitute the above expression into the equation for Pnock 

pblock =1 - 53 
k=0 v- \ « } 

mi 
(m — k)\mk 

where 

»r £ {0,1}, 

C(:,l) = p,, 

C(i,0) = l-p,, 

As it can easily be noticed that as m gets larger and larger, the computation for Pnoct 

will become very time-consuming and the complexity of the computation is 0(m2). As a 

matter of fact, the probability p^iock can be defined as the probability that a switch 

generates a request on its intrastage output link. 

For the cumulative effect of more than one fault occurred in the network, the value 

of pbiock will be changed according to the number of faults in the network. If there are 

/ interstage output links that have been blocked, the probability that k requests will be 

able to routed to the good output links is given as follows: 

Pr{no collision/k requests and f faults} = 
(m - /)!(m - fc)! 
ml(m - f — k)\ 
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for k < m — f. 

The probability that when there are f faults at least one request is blocked can be 

calculated as below 

Following this, the probability of the request sent through a switch propagates through 

intrastage input link to interstage output links will be computed. The probability is 

denoted as pprop. 

2) Intrastage Request Propagation Probabilities: The probability that switch I in a loop 

propagates an intrastage input to its intrastage output link 

P p r o p ( l )  = Pr{no collision in I  and interstage output link for /is blocked} 

and it can also be written as 

PpropiO — J2k Pr{J; interstage request for /} 

X Pr{no collision/fc requests for switch} 

X Pr{desired interstage output covered/^ requests and no collisions}. 

Completing this equation by substituting in all the probabilities, we get 

As in the above, if we consider that there are f output faults, the propagation probabil

ity is going to be reduced by the increased chance of interstage contention and decreased 

chance of exit from the switch. The propagation probability becomes 
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in aU the above derivation of equations, all attempts at interstage output links are 

assumed to be independent. 

Since the propagation probability has already been computed, the probability of the 

output of a switch can be updated by adding the probability of the direct routing of re

quests and the probability of the indirect routing using intrastage links of loop of switches. 

= ° i + ( e n  
\/=x *=i / 

From here, the expected bandwidth BW, that is, requests accepted per cycle is 

m 

B W = - £ ° ' P i  
1=0 

As stated in last section, PA, the probability of acceptance can be computed as follows: 
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CHAPTER 4 

DISCUSSION 

4.1 Complexity and Cost issues 

In the process to resolve the multi-input conflicts in augmented shuffle- exchange net

work, the structure of ASEN has been modified and a new adaptive routing algorithm has 

been proposed to work with the modified shuffle-exchange network. The complexity of 

MASEN has been kept exactly the same as the complexity of the ASEN. Both networks 

have logiN — 1 stages and N/2 3x3 crossbar switches in each stage for size N network, 

plus N 2x1 multiplexers and N 1x2 demultiplexers. The switch sizes and the overall 

switch complexity are both very low for these nonbacktracking and single-fault-tolerant 

MIN. In addition, the number of interstage links in MASEN remains the same as those 

in ASEN and unique-path MINs. All the additional links in MASEN in addition to those 

in ASEN are all intrastage links, which have a lower cost than interstage links. 
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4.2 Performance of MASEN 

The modification of the augmented shuffle-exchange network provides the inputs to 

the switching elements at stage 0 of the network with extra alternate paths to reach the 

destinations by routing to the next stage first then route to the correct destination by 

using the indication bit in the digit-routing tag. 

The adaptive routing algorithm for the modified augmented shuffle-exchange network 

is simple to used and has a very low complexity. This reduces the risk that the increased 

complexity of the routing algorithm reduces the overall performance of the MASEN. 

Even though that we can tell from the simulation results that there is a significant 

increase in the correct transmission of inputs to the outputs in the situation when there 

are multi-input conflicts within a loop of switches at stage 0, there is no way that we 

can guarantee that all the multi-input conflicts can be resolved in the modified ASEN. 

The reason for that is there are several patterns of multi-input conflicts that MASEN can 

resolve but there is limitation in MASEN's ability to resolve all the conflicts. 

As mentioned in last chapter, the performance of MASEN is better than ASEN when 

there are multiple access requests in a loop of switches at stage 0 of the network. Here 

the performance of the MASEN will be discussed and show that the improvement is quite 

significant. The improvement in performance is due to the utilization of intrastage links, 

which results in longer path length than those in ASEN. However, analytical results show 

that the increase is not that significant. 

The routing algorithm of MASEN and ASEN are implemented in C language run

ning simulation on SUN SPARC workstation. The simulations covered all the possible 
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Table 4.1: Probability of acceptance of MINs 

Probability of Acceptance 

n = log2N 
Unique 

path MEN Crossbar ASEN-2 MASEN-2 

3 0.516 0.647 0.642 0.644 

4 0.45 0.643 0.575 0.602 

5 0.399 0.639 0.521 0.549 

6 0.360 0.635 0.489 0.518 

7 0.327 0.634 0.453 0.484 

8 0.30 0.633 0.424 0.457 

9 0.277 0.632 0.408 0.444 

10 0.258 0.632 0.391 0.429 

combination of inputs to MASEN-2 and ASEN-2 and also MASEN-4 and ASEN-4. The 

MASEN-2 and ASEN-2 covered all possible number of N inputs as long as it is a num

ber of power 2. For MASEN-4 and ASEN-4 are just the examples of MASEN-Max and 

ASEN-Max that were picked to demonstated the general application of routing algorithm 

which is applicable to any types of MASEN and ASEN respectively. The results of the 

simulations for MASEN-2 and ASEN-2 are listed in Table 4.2. 

As defined in last chapter, probability of acceptance is used as a parameter to evaluate 

the performance. The result of the analysis of the probability is of acceptance in MASENs 

are listed in Table 4.1 and the data are plotted in Figure 4.1. The probability for request 
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MASEN-2 

Uniquepal 

Size of Network N (n = log$l) 

Figure 4.1: The probability of acceptance for MASEN, ASEN, the unique-path MIN, and 
the crossbar switch - at request generation probability of 1.0 
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Table 4.2: Performance mesurements of MASEN and ASEN using simulation 

Correct Transmission 

Size of N ASEN-2 ASEN-4 MASEN-2 MASEN-4 

N = 8 0.64 0.64 0.62 0.64 

N = 16 0.54 0.57 0.56 0.59 

generation p used is 1.0. The reason to use 1.0 for the value of p is that only this 

way a multiple access requests situation will occur in loops of switches at stage 0 in the 

multipath MIN and so the effect of modification to the ASEN will be demonstrated. It 

is shown in Figure 4.1, the performance of MASEN-2 is noticeably better than ASEN-2. 

Figure 4.1 also compares the performance of MASEN with that of the crossbar switches 

and unique-path MINs. From the graph, it is shown that when N is small , the effect of 

MASEN is not very significant compared with ASEN as the degree of blocking is low. The 

advantage of MASEN over ASEN is only significant when N gets larger and larger. As 

shown in Table 4.2, the data collected from simulations demonstated that MASENs are 

able to transmit data more correctly than the corresponding ASEN when there is a full 

load capacity, which prove again that MASEN is able to resolve the multi-input conflicts 

in loops of switches and transmit input requests more accurately. 

There is no free lunch in this world. The price paid for higher performance of MASEN 

is the increase in path lengths. In Table 4.3 and Figure 4.2, the probability distribution 

of the path length of a sucessful connection, under full capacity loading, in MASEN-

2 and MASEN-2 for N = 16, collected from simulations is given. The MASEN-2 and 
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Table 4.3: The probability distribution of the path length of a successful interconnection 

Probability 

Path 
length ASEN MASEN 

•"fr II J
 0.52 0.52 

v-j II J
 0.36 0.27 

L = 6 0.10 0.19 

L >= 7 0.02 0.02 

ASEN-2 basically have the same probability distribution except that MASEN-2 has a 

higher portion of path length n = 6 than ASEN-2 which is compensated by having a 

lower portion of path lengths n = 5. The phonomen is caused by the fact when there is 

contention on the auxiliary links or intrastage links in a loop, the blocked inputs need to go 

extra steps to get the corrections in the next stage. Overall, the performance of MASEN 

make a quite significant improvement over ASEN by paying some price in increase of 

hardware cost. 
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Figure 4.2: The Probability distribution of the path length of a successful interconnection 
in MASEN-2 and ASEN-2, for N = 16 and request probability p = 1.0 
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CHAPTER 5 

CONCLUSIONS 

In the design of fault-tolerant multistage interconnection network, there are several 

factors needed to be taken into consideration. These factors include the cost of hardware 

for the implementation of interconnections, the reliability performance of the network 

scheme, and the ability of the MIN to connect an arbitrary input to an arbitrary output. 

The last factor is very important in the performance of the MIN as it directly affect 

the bandwidth of the interconnection network. As in an MIN, simultaneous connections 

of more than one input-output pair may result in conflicts in the link lines between 

switching elements at different stages of the MIN. As it has been shown in [15], the 

number of permutations which can be realized by a log2 N stage interconnection network 

is less than the total number of permutations of a symmetric group Spj. Therefore, there 

is going to have a conflict when more than one path between inputs and outputs share 

the same permutation link line. 
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In this thesis, the problem of multi-input conflicts existing with the augmented shuffle-

exchange network is addressed. The structure of the augmented shuffle-exchange network 

has been modified by adding extra intrastage links between switches to form loops. The 

resulted structure has one more stage of switching elements residing in loops than the 

original MIN. The increase of cost of hardware for the modified MIN is kept low by using 

intrastage links instead of interstage links. The adaptive routing algorithm for the modi

fied augmented shuffle-exchange network made use of the digit-routing tag for the correct 

connection and control of the routing of the input-output pairs. The performance of the 

modified augmented shuffle-exchange network is analyzed and compared with original 

proposed network. The contribution in this research is that the problem of multi-input 

conflicts is resolved by making a change to the hardware structure of the shuffle-exchange 

network wile keeping cost down compared with the rearrangement lower bound of the 

shuffle-exchange network scheme proposed by [13], which requires (21og27V — 1 stages 

of switches. Possible future works include the application of the heuristic algorithm like 

the one proposed in [14] to the modified augmented shuffle-exchange network for conflict 

resolution problem to have a more efficient and coverage of fault-tolerance in the network. 

As the hardware cost for the MIN can be very high, the future work in improving the 

performance of existing fault-tolerant MINs or developing new MIN scheme should be 

more software oriented with the remainder that the logic should not be too complicate as 

increase in complexity of the software will tend to reduce the fault-tolerance of the MIN. 
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Appendix A 

THE STRUCTURE AT INPUT AND OUTPUT STAGES 

OF ASEN 

In both MASEN and ASEN, multiplexers are used to provide fault-tolerance at in

put ports. The addition of multiplexers is the same topology of adding another stage 

before stage 0 of the MIN. Figure A.1(a) shows the changes of adding mulitplexers at 

input ports. In Figure A.1(b), the demultiplexers at the last stage of MIN replaces the 

switches. Therefore, ASEN with multiplexers at input ports can be regarded as extrastage 

network. The demultiplexers at last stage of the network can be regarded as switches. 

For the simplicity and clarity of the discussion, output demultiplexers will be changed to 

switch boxes in the display of the network structure throughout the rest of this thesis. 

And input multiplxers will be ignored as we just care about the structures of MIN from 

stage 0 to stage n-1. The reason to make this simplification is that whenever there is a 

faulty multiplxer and input switches that it connects are also faulty, the input is totally 
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Figure A.l: (a)The addition of multiplexers at input stage to provide multiple connec
tions for sources and destinations; (b)replacement of switches by demultiplexers at final 
stage(stage n-1). 

blocked. Thus the ASEN cannot said to be single-switch fault tolerant. Besides, the part 

of structure of the ASEN that will be modified will be restricted to stage 0 to stage n-1 

of ASEN. And the comparison ASEN and MASEN will be restricted to these stages too. 
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